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YOU CAN CHANGE THE GAME WITH CUSTOMIZED NEW BALANCE APPAREL

How to customize your Team Jerseys:

1. Select your design style
2. Add your desired colors & features
3. Personalize with names & numbers
4. Place your order

Visit NEWBALANCETEAM.COM for all your team sports needs, including Basketball, Baseball, Fast Pitch, Track & Field, Soccer, Lacrosse and Football.

Customize at newbalanceteam.com/basketball
At **New Balance**, our goal is to help your athletes rise to the top by providing a perfect fit that enhances performance and eliminates distraction. Our products are built to support player-specific movements with intelligently engineered panel construction, seam placement and sport-inspired details. We offer a broad range of sizing and fit options to help ensure we can meet player-specific needs. Our products are built to perform, applying many of the same standards and construction as those worn by professional athletes.

**We offer** the unique ability to work with our highly skilled professional service team to fully customize your uniform into any look you want, so think outside the box and let us make your dreams a reality. With best-in-class turnaround times and hands-on assistance, your team can stay focused on the road to glory. Speak to one of our team representatives today to learn more about how we can create a unique look for your team.

**Athletes are always** at the forefront of our development process. At **New Balance**, we do extensive research and collect feedback from players of all levels to ensure we’re delivering best-in-class products that are built to succeed. Our products are wear tested and outfitted on some of the best athletes in the world, so when you’re wearing New Balance you’re in good company.
Lead with character. Change the game.

Your athletes commit to performing at their highest levels, and New Balance develops the gear to match. Our pinnacle performance footwear, apparel and custom orders arrive when you need them, so you can focus on the season ahead.

Help your team break away from the pack, and together you’ll change the game.
Men’s Uniforms
POSTERIZE

JERSEY

- Sublimated NB logo
- Stretch-mesh back panel for cooling
- Polyester/Spandex blend for added mobility
- Fully sublimated graphics

NEW 7/1/20

$95.00 SUBLIMATED NUMBERING/KMT9007
$135.00 TWILL NUMBERING/KMT9071

+ 100% Recycled Polyester lightweight, stretch-woven main body
+ Patterned mesh ventilation panels
+ Custom sublimation printing
+ NB Dry
+ NB Ice
+ Trizar™ heat management technology
+ Made with Repreve® yarn from an estimated 7 recycled bottles

Twill option available for team name and numbers

Available in Tall +2" length

POSTERIZE

SHORT

- Sublimated NB logo
- Gripper waistband for comfort and control
- Polyester/Spandex blend for added mobility
- Fully sublimated graphics

NEW 7/1/20

$95.00 KMS9007

+ 100% Recycled Polyester lightweight, stretch-woven main body
+ Patterned mesh side panels and gusset
+ Gripper tape branded waistband
+ 8" inseam
+ NB Dry
+ NB Ice
+ Trizar™ heat management technology
+ Made with Repreve® yarn from an estimated 9 recycled bottles

Stretch-mesh gusset and side panel for range of motion and cooling

8" Standard inseam length

Custom inseam lengths of +/- 2" available
**AUTOMATIC JERSEY**

- 95% Recycled Polyester/5% Spandex main body
- 92% Recycled Polyester/8% Spandex back mesh panel
- V-Neck detail
- Custom sublimation printing
- NB Dry
- NB Ice
- Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 7 recycled bottles

**$80.00** Sublimated numbering/KMT9001

**$120.00** Twill numbering/KMT9011

Available in Tall +2” length

Twill option available for team name and numbers

**CUSTOMIZE IT**

**AUTOMATIC SHORT**

- 95% Recycled Polyester/5% Spandex main body
- 92% Recycled Polyester/8% Spandex mesh panels
- Gripper-tape waistband
- Stretch-mesh gusset
- Custom sublimation printing
- NB Dry
- NB Ice
- Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 9 recycled bottles

**$80.00** KMS9001

- 8” inseam +/- 2” length available
- 8” inseam +/- 2” available

**CUSTOMIZE IT**

Polyester/Spandex blend for added mobility

8” Standard inseam length

Custom inseam lengths of +/- 2” available

Sublimated NB logo

Gripper waistband for comfort and control

Stretch-mesh gusset and side panel for range of motion and cooling

Fully sublimated graphics

Polyester/Spandex blend for added mobility

Fully sublimated graphics

Stretch-mesh back panel for cooling
**TRANSITION JERSEY**

$65.00  KMT9002

C/O
ADULT XS-3XL/MT-3XLT

+ 100% Recycled Polyester
+ V-Neck detail
+ Custom sublimation printing
+ NB Dry

Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 7 recycled bottles

---

**TRANSITION SHORT**

$65.00  KMS9002

C/O
ADULT XS-3XL/MT-3XLT

+ 100% Recycled Polyester
+ Gripper tape waistband
+ Custom sublimation printing
+ NB Dry

Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 8 recycled bottles

---

Available in Tall +2" length

---

Sublimated NB logo

Fully sublimated graphics

Stretch Polyester for added mobility

---

Custom inseam lengths of +/- 2" available

---

Gripper waistband for comfort and control

---

Stretch Polyester for added mobility

---

8" Standard inseam length
**SHOOTER SHIRT**

- **$75.00**
- **MEN - KMT9006**
- + 100% Recycled Polyester
- + V-Neck Detail
- + Custom sublimation printing
- + NB Dry
- + Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 11 recycled bottles

**PRACTICE SHORT**

- **$60.00**
- **MEN - KMS9003**
- + Men’s/youth sublimated practice short
- + 100% polyester
- + Adjustable draw cord at waistband
- + 8” inseam +/- 2” length available
- + NB dry

**REVERSIBLE JERSEY**

- **$70.00**
- **MEN - KMT9003**
- + 100% Polyester
- + Reversible
- + Custom sublimation printing
- + NB Dry

Fully sublimated, customizable graphics

Reversible, breathable mesh fabric

Sublimated NB logo

Customize it

**REVERSIBLE JERSEY**

- **$70.00**
- **MEN - KMT9003**
- + 100% Polyester
- + Reversible
- + Custom sublimation printing
- + NB Dry

**PRACTICE SHORT**

- **$60.00**
- **MEN - KMS9003**
- + Men’s/youth sublimated practice short
- + 100% polyester
- + Adjustable draw cord at waistband
- + 8” inseam +/- 2” length available
- + NB dry

Sublimated NB logo

Fully sublimated, customizable graphics

Customize it

**SHOOTER SHIRT**

- **$75.00**
- **MEN - KMT9006**
- + 100% Recycled Polyester
- + V-Neck Detail
- + Custom sublimation printing
- + NB Dry
- + Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 11 recycled bottles

Sublimated NB logo

Stretch Polyester for added mobility

Fully sublimated, customizable graphics

Customize it

**REVERSIBLE JERSEY**

- **$70.00**
- **MEN - KMT9003**
- + 100% Polyester
- + Reversible
- + Custom sublimation printing
- + NB Dry

Sublimated NB logo

Fully sublimated, customizable graphics

Customize it

**PRACTICE SHORT**

- **$60.00**
- **MEN - KMS9003**
- + Men’s/youth sublimated practice short
- + 100% polyester
- + Adjustable draw cord at waistband
- + 8” inseam +/- 2” length available
- + NB dry

Sublimated NB logo

Fully sublimated, customizable graphics

Customize it
REVERSE JAM

JERSEY

$75.00
MEN - KMT9009
NEW 1.1.20
XS-3XL/MT-3XLT

- 100% Polyester main body
- 2-sided custom sublimation printing
- Single-ply closed hole mesh
- NB Dry

CUSTOMIZE IT

JAM SHORT

$65.00
MEN - KMS9009
NEW 1.1.20
XS-3XL/MT-3XLT

- 100% Polyester main body
- Custom sublimation printing
- NB Dry
- 8” inseam

CUSTOMIZE IT

Sublimated NB logo

Sublimated NB logo
STOCK

JERSEY

$35.00 NEW 7.120
MEN - KMT9010 XS-3XL
+ 100% Polyester main body
+ NB Dry
+ Stock product

CUSTOMIZE IT

NOTES

Sublimated NB logo

SHORT

$35.00 NEW 7.120
MEN - KMS9010 XS-3XL
+ 100% Polyester main body
+ NB Dry
+ Stock product

CUSTOMIZE IT

NOTES

Sublimated NB logo
SLEEVELESS HOODIE

$80.00
MEN - KMT9013
NEW 1.1.20
XXS-3XL
+ 100% Recycled Polyester
+ Custom sublimation printing
+ NB Dry
+ Made with Repreve® yarn from an estimated 10 recycled bottles
+ Sublimated NB logo

SS HOODIE

$80.00
MEN - KMT9012
NEW 1.1.20
XXS-3XL
+ 100% Recycled Polyester
+ Custom sublimation printing
+ NB Dry
+ Made with Repreve® yarn from an estimated 11 recycled bottles
+ Sublimated NB logo

LS HOODIE

$85.00
MEN - KMT9008
NEW 1.1.20
XXS-3XL
+ 100% Recycled Polyester
+ Custom sublimation printing
+ NB Dry
+ Made with Repreve® yarn from an estimated 12 recycled bottles
+ Sublimated NB logo

Fully sublimated, customizable graphics
TRAVEL HOODIE

$70.00  
MEN - KMJ9006  
C/O  
XS-3XL/MT - 2XLT  
- 86% Polyester/14% Cotton  
- Brushed-back fleece  
- Scuba Hood  
- Zippered hand pockets  
- NB Dry  

TRAVEL PANT

$60.00  
MEN - KMP9006  
C/O  
XS-3XL/MT - 2XLT  
- 86% Polyester/14% Cotton  
- Brushed-back fleece  
- Side seam pockets  
- Leg zips  
- Gripper tape waistband  
- NB Dry
NB CREW FLEECE

$45.00
MEN - TMMT718
C/O XS-3XL

- 60% Cotton/40% Polyester brushed-back fleece
- Knit rib cuffs & waistband
- NB embroidery at front neck

MGH Grey Heather
BKH Black Heather

NB FLEECE HOODIE

$50.00
MEN - TMMT502
C/O XS-3XL

- 40% Polyester/60% Cotton
- Pouch pocket
- Knit rib cuffs & waistband

ALY Alloy
TNV Team Navy
TRE Team Red
TRY Team Royal
BKH Black Heather

NB FLEECE JOGGER

$50.00
MEN - TMMF718
C/O XS-3XL

- 60% Cotton/40% Polyester brushed-back fleece
- Knit rib cuffs
- Side-seam pockets
- Drawcord at waistband

MGH Grey Heather
BKH Black Heather

NB FLEECE PANT

$50.00
MEN - TMMF502
C/O XS-3XL

- 40% Polyester and 60% Cotton
- Internal drawcord
- NB embroidery at left hip
- Open bottom with elastic and toggle for option to cinch
- Side seam pockets

ALY Alloy
BKH Black Heather
TNV Team Navy
TRE Team Red
TRY Team Royal
ATHLETICS HALF ZIP

$65.00
MEN - TFMT968
C/O
XS-3XL

+ 90/9 midweight NB HEAT polyspandex thermal knit
+ Ergonomic design to enhance fit and reduce potential irritation
+ Sleeve thumb holes
+ Zippered stash pocket at side seam
+ Mesh insets for breathability
+ Athlete specific competition fit
+ Athletic fit

TMY
Team Royal

TWT
Team White

TBK
Team Black

TBG
Team Black Green

TMC
Team Cardinal

TNV
Team Navy

TRY
Team Royal

NOTES
AUTOMATIC

JERSEY

Sublimated NB logo

Polyester/Spandex blend for added mobility

Stretch-mesh back panel for cooling

Fully sublimated graphics

$80.00 SUBLIMATED NUMBERING/KWT9001
$120.00 TWILL NUMBERING/KWT9011

C/O ADULT XS-2XL

- 95% Recycled Polyester/5% Spandex main body
- 92% Recycled Polyester/8% Spandex back mesh panel
- V-Neck detail
- Custom sublimation printing

- NB Dry
- NB Ice
- Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 6 recycled bottles

$80.00 KWS9001

AUTOMATIC

SHORT

Sublimated NB logo

Gripper waistband for comfort and control

Polyester/Spandex blend for added mobility

Stretch-mesh gusset and side panel for range of motion and cooling

Fully sublimated graphics

$80.00 KWS9001

C/O ADULT XS-2XL

- 95% Recycled Polyester/5% Spandex main body
- 92% Recycled Polyester/8% Spandex mesh panels
- Gripper-tape waistband
- Stretch-mesh gusset
- Custom sublimation printing

- 7” inseam +/- 2” length available
- NB Dry
- NB Ice
- Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 7 recycled bottles

$80.00 KWS9001

- 7” inseam +/- 2” length available
- NB Dry
- NB Ice
- Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 7 recycled bottles

CUSTOMIZE IT

Sublimated NB logo

Polyester/Spandex blend for added mobility

Stretch-mesh gusset and side panel for range of motion and cooling

Fully sublimated graphics

Twill option available for team name and numbers

7” Standard inseam length, Also available in + 2” or - 2” lengths
TRANSITION JERSEY

$65.00 KWT9002

C/O ADULT XS-2XL

+ 100% Recycled Polyester
+ V-Neck detail
+ Custom sublimation printing
+ NB Dry

Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 6 recycled bottles

REVERSIBLE JERSEY

$70.00 WOMEN - KWT9003

C/O XS-2XL

+ 100% Polyester
+ Reversible

Custom sublimation printing

TRANSITION SHORT

$65.00 KWS9002

C/O ADULT XS-2XL

+ 100% Recycled Polyester
+ Gripper tape waistband
+ 7" inseam +/- 2" length available
+ Custom sublimation printing
+ NB Dry

Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 5 recycled bottles

PRACTICE SHORT

$60.00 WOMEN - KWS9003

C/O XS-2XL

+ Men's/youth sublimated practice short
+ 100% polyester

+ Adjustable draw cord at waistband
+ 7" inseam
+ NB dry

Fully sublimated, customizable graphics

Sublimated NB logo

Fully sublimated, customizable graphics

Sublimated NB logo

Sublimated NB logo

Sublimated NB logo

Sublimated NB logo

Gripper waistband for comfort and control

7" Standard inseam length. Also available in +2" or -2" lengths

Stretch Polyester for added mobility

Gripper waistband for comfort and control

7" Standard inseam length. Also available in +2" or -2" lengths

Stretch Polyester for added mobility
**REVERSE JAM**

**JERSEY**
- Sublimated NB logo
- NEW 11.20
- XS-2XL
- $75.00
- WOMEN - KWT9009
- + 100% Polyester main body
- + 2-sided custom sublimation printing
- + Single-ply closed hole mesh
- + NB Dry

**CUSTOMIZE IT**

**SHORT**
- Sublimated NB logo
- NEW 11.20
- XS-2XL
- $65.00
- WOMEN - KWS9009
- + 100% Polyester main body
- + Custom sublimation printing
- + NB Dry
- + 7” inseam

**STOCK**

**JERSEY**
- Sublimated NB logo
- NEW 7.1.20
- XS-2XL
- $35.00
- WOMEN - KWT9010
- + 100% Polyester main body
- + NB Dry
- + Stock product

**CUSTOMIZE IT**

**SHORT**
- Sublimated NB logo
- NEW 7.1.20
- XS-2XL
- $35.00
- WOMEN - KWS9010
- + 100% Polyester main body
- + NB Dry
- + Stock product

**Team Black**
**Team Navy**
**Team Red**
**White**
SHOOTER SHIRT

$75.00
WOMEN - KWT9006

+ 100% Recycled Polyester
+ V-Neck Detail
+ Custom sublimation printing
+ NB Dry

C/O
XS-2XL

NOTES

Sublimated NB logo

Fully sublimated, customizable graphics

Stretch Polyester for added mobility

Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 8 recycled bottles

100% Recycled Polyester

V-Neck Detail

Custom sublimation printing

NB Dry

RePREVE

CUSTOMIZE IT

Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 8 recycled bottles

100% Recycled Polyester

V-Neck Detail

Custom sublimation printing

NB Dry

RePREVE
Women’s Core Performance
TRAVEL HOODIE

$70.00
WOMEN - KWJ9006
- 86% Polyester/14% Cotton
- Brushed-back fleece
- Scuba Hood

C/O
XS-3XL

TRAVEL PANT

$60.00
WOMEN - KWP9006
- 86% Polyester/14% Cotton
- Brushed-back fleece
- Side seam pockets
- Leg zips

C/O
XS-3XL

+ Zippered hand pockets
+ NB Dry

+ Gripper tape waistband
+ NB Dry

LG
Light Grey
TBK
Team Black
TNV
Team Navy
TDG
Team Dark Green
TBK
Team Black
TNV
Team Navy
ATHLETICS HALF ZIP

$65.00
WOMEN - TFWT968

- 9/9 midweight NB HEAT polyspandex thermal knit
- Ergonomic design to enhance fit and reduce potential irritation
- Sleeve thumb holes

C/O
2XS-2XL

- Zippered stash pocket at side seam
- Mesh insets for breathability
- Athlete specific competition fit
- Athletic fit

TWT White
TWR Team Royal
TBK Team Black
TDG Team Dark Green
TMG Team Cardinal
TNV Team Navy
TRE Team Red

NOTES
Youth Uniforms & Core Performance
**TRANSITION JERSEY**

- Sublimated NB logo
- Stretch Polyester for added mobility
- Fully sublimated graphics

**TRANSITION SHORT**

- Sublimated NB logo
- Gripper waistband for comfort and control
- Stretch Polyester for added mobility
- Fully sublimated graphics

**REVERSIBLE JERSEY**

- Sublimated NB logo
- Reversible, breathable mesh fabric
- Fully sublimated, customizable graphics

**PRACTICE SHORT**

- Sublimated NB logo
- Fully sublimated, customizable graphics

---

**TRANSITION JERSEY**

- $60.00 KYT9002
- C/O YOUTH YXS-YXL
- 100% Recycled Polyester
- V-Neck detail
- Custom sublimation printing
- NB Dry

- Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 6 recycled bottles

**TRANSITION SHORT**

- $60.00 KYS9002
- C/O YOUTH YXS-YXL
- 100% Recycled Polyester
- Gripper tape waistband
- 6" inseam
- Custom sublimation printing
- NB Dry

- Made with REPREVE yarn from an estimated 4 recycled bottles

**REVERSIBLE JERSEY**

- $60.00 YOUTH - KYT9003
- C/O XS - XL
- 100% Polyester
- Reversible
- Custom sublimation printing
- NB Dry

**PRACTICE SHORT**

- $50.00 YOUTH - KYS9003
- C/O XS - XL
- Men’s/youth sublimated practice short
- 100% polyester
- Adjustable draw cord at waistband
- 6” inseam
- NB dry
### YOUTH REVERSE JAM

**JERSEY**
- Sublimated NB logo
- $65.00
- NEW 1.1.20
- XS-XL
- YOUTH - KYT9009

- 100% Polyester main body
- 2-sided custom sublimation printing
- Single-ply closed hole mesh
- NB Dry

**SHORT**
- Sublimated NB logo
- $60.00
- NEW 1.1.20
- XS-XL
- YOUTH - KYS9009

- 100% Polyester main body
- Custom sublimation printing
- NB Dry
- 7" inseam

### YOUTH STOCK

**JERSEY**
- Sublimated NB logo
- $60.00
- NEW 7.1.20
- XS-XL
- YOUTH - KYT9010

- 100% Polyester main body
- NB Dry
- Stock product

**SHORT**
- Sublimated NB logo
- $30.00
- NEW 7.1.20
- XS-XL
- YOUTH - KYS9010

- 100% Polyester main body
- NB Dry
- Stock product

Colors:
- TBK: Team Black
- TNV: Team Navy
- TRE: Team Red
- WT: White

54 // YOUTH UNIFORMS
TRAVEL HOODIE

$60.00
YOUTH - KYJ9006

+ 86% Polyester/14% Cotton
+ Brushed-back fleece
+ Scuba Hood

TRAVEL PANT

$50.00
YOUTH - KYP9006

+ 86% Polyester/14% Cotton
+ Brushed-back fleece
+ Side seam pockets
+ Leg zips

NB FLEECE HOODIE

$45.00
YOUTH - TMYT502

+ 40% Polyester/60% Cotton
+ Pouch Pocket
+ Knit rib cuffs & waistband

NB FLEECE PANT

$45.00
YOUTH - TMYP502

+ 40% Polyester and 60% Cotton
+ NB embroidery at left hip
+ Elastic leg opening
+ Side seam pockets
Footwear

OMN1S

**MID**

- **BBOMNXST**
  - White | Team Carolina
- **WBOMNXST**
- **GBOMNXST**
  - Black | Sulphur Yellow

- **BBOMNXBS**
  - Black | Sulphur Yellow
- **WBOMNXBS**
- **GBOMNXBS**

**OMN1S**

**LOW**

- **BBOMNLWT**
  - White | Black
- **WBOMNLWT**
- **GBOMNLWT**

**NEW 4/1/20**

- **$140.00 MENS/WOMENS**
- **$100.00 YOUTH**
- **C/O**
  - D 7-20
  - 2E 7-20

- FitWeave holds its shape for a long-lasting, locked-in fit
- FuelCell foam delivers a propulsive feel to help drive you forward
- Ultra heel design hugs the back of the foot for a snug, supportive fit

* Denotes whole sizes only.
TWO WXY
LOW

$140.00 MENS
D/2E 4.5-13, 14-16
NEW 7/1/21

BB2WXYLN
White | Black

BB2WXYLF
Laser Blue | Team Royal

BB2WXYLD
White | Team Carolina

BB2WXYLH
Light Peony | Black | Persimmon | Tidepool

BB2WXYLS
Energy Red | Team Red

BB2WXYLQ
Pink Zing|Sulphur Yellow

BB2WXYLM
Black | White

BB2WXYLT
Laser Blue | Team Royal

BB2WXYUP
Cardinal | Maroon

BB2WXYPD
Team Gold | Vivid Cobalt

BB2WXYCS
Iridescent | Steel | White

BB2WXYOH
Blue | Red

TWO WXY
MID

$140.00 MENS
D/2E 4.5-13, 14
NEW 7/1/21

FUELCELL
PROPEL v3

$100.00 MENS/WOMENS
NEW 7/1/21

MFCPRLK2
WFCPRLK2
Black/White

MFCPRLK2
WFCPRLW3
White/White

FRESH FOAM
ROAV v2

$85.00 MENS/WOMENS
NEW 9/1/21

MROAVLK2
WROAVLK2
Black/White

MROAVL2
WROAVL2
Light Grey
**COURTSIDE BACKPACK**

**$75.00**

**UNISEX - LAB03030**
- 600D Polyester body w/PU coated bottom
- Dedicated basketball compartment
- Top loader flap main compartment
- Extra large side compartment for shoes
- Additional side compartment for clothing
- Front panel with hook & loop attachment for customization
- Extra wide shoulder straps
- Side water bottle slip pockets
- Zippered valuables pocket on top flap

**TEAM SCHOOL BACKPACK**

**$50.00**

**UNISEX - LAB13506**
- Large main compartment for easy storage
- Padded laptop sleeve and back
- Zippered front valuables pocket

**TEAM TRAVEL BACKPACK**

**$80.00**

**UNISEX - LAB13512**
- Webbing handle strap
- Easy loading large main compartment
- Large front pocket fits inflated ball
- Large front panel for post embellishment
- Side mesh pockets
- Reverse/closed zipper construction for cleaner look
- Clear player nametag to back of bag for easy identification
- Dimensions 15"x7"x19"

**NEW 8/15/21**

**NEW 8/16/21**
**TEAM XL WHEEL TRAVEL BAG**

$125.00

**UNISEX - LAB13501**

- Large main compartment with easy access
- Bottom rail support & rugged wheels with 3" clearance
- Thick PE board in back to support extra weight
- Inside & outside valuables pockets

**TEAM DRAWSTRING BAG**

$20.00

**UNISEX - LAB13502**

- Carrying straps with cinch top closure
- Separate compartment sleeve

**ACCELERATOR BACKPACK**

$55.00

**UNISEX - LAB91043**

- Detachable zip shoe compartment for customization
- 2 main zip compartments
- Padded zip laptop/tech compartment
- Side mesh water bottle pockets
- Reflective NB logo
- One side blank for team customization
- Dimensions 13” x 7” x 19”

**PLAYERS DUFFLE BAG**

$60.00

**UNISEX - LAB91013**

- Durable 600D Poly & Ripstop material
- Adjustable/Detachable shoulder strap
- Carrying handles
- 1 zipper end pocket for extra storage
- NB Logo on one side
- Dimensions 11” x 11” x 24”
- Customizable

**NEW 8/15/21**

**NEW 8/16/21**

**C/O**

- Reflective tabs on front & back strap
- Reflective NB logo
- Dimensions 13” x 7” x 19”
- Customizable
- Also available in Navy and Grey

**C/O**

- Customizable
- Also available in Navy and Grey

**BK** Black

**GNM** Gunmetal

**TRG** Team Red

**TRY** Team Royal

**UVB** Ultra Violet Blue

**NV** Navy